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Replacing the Back Rest Bungees

Replacement Bungee Cord Kit Instructions
Kit Contents: (2) Short 71.5” Cords & (2) Long 114” Cords

Fold the Short bungee in half, meeting 
the two single bungee ends.

Tip: You may need to stretch the bungee cords as 
you are threading them or before starting.

Start with the bottom frame loop on the back rest frame (DIAGRAM A). 
Make a cow hitch (from the front) by threading the bungee fold through 
the frame loop about half way, forming a center bungee loop (DIA-
GRAM B). Follow the diagram until pulled taut (DIAGRAM C).
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Short - 71.5” cord is to connect 
the back rest fabric to the frame

Long - 114” cord is to connect the 
seat & leg rest fabric to the frame  
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3 Thread the bungee cord through the front of the 
bottom grommet ring and continue all the way 
up until you have reached the last grommet. 
Allow the aglet anchor to hook onto the top 
fabric metal ring (DIAGRAM D). Repeat this for 
both sides of the recliner’s back. Anchors should 
be on the backside of the fabric at this point.
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Thread the bungee cord through the front of the bottom grommet 
(DIAGRAM F) then repeat until you reach the fabric bend (DIAGRAM 
G &H) halfway up. At this frame loop, continue like in the diagram. It is 
normal to have a space here to allow the fabric to bend for the knees.

Fold the Long bungee so the 
bungee ends are about 9” 
apart. Begin on the bottom 
frame loop (DIAGRAM E).  
Starting from the front of this 
frame loop, make a cow hitch 
again (see Step 2).
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Thread only the shorter single bungee end through the 
second from last fabric metal ring. Secure the single 
bungee end via aglet anchor (DIAGRAM I). Take the 
other single bungee end and thread it all the way up 
(through the frame loop after the capped inner screw) 
and through the last grommet ring and then secure the 
single bungee end with the aglet anchor. The anchors 
should both be facing the floor when complete.
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DIAGRAM E

9”

Replacing the Seat & Leg Rest Bungees


